The rate at which the energy of a blackbody radiation is converted into neutrinos by the pair annihilation process e +e+ -+ p+P has been calculated. At T~6)&10' 'K the relaxation time for such conversion process is around 100 sec for pure radiation. Since neutrinos have a very long mean free path (»stellar dimensions) they will escape, thus carrying away the energy. This process therefore will be of astrophysical importance. The rate of energy loss dU/dt is tabulated, as a function of temperature and density, together --with the chemical potential, the pressure, and the electron-positron energy. This table should be useful for numerical integrations of stellar structure equations in the temperature range (0.5-10)X10 'K, and the density range 0 -10' g/cm3.
I. INTRODUCTION HE importance of neutrino production processes in stellar evolution has been discussed by a number of authors. ' ' Here we shall only consider the annihilation process of neutrino production' whose energy loss rate has been shown to be larger than other hitherto known processes in the range of temperature in which one is usually interested (5 X 10s 'K -10"'K).
We shall derive the exact formula for the rate of energy loss due to the annihilation process.
II. THEORY
When kT mc', the rest energy of electrons, then (T 5X10o 'K) electron-positron pairs will be created during collisions. Such pairs will annihilate later to form photons. Therefore pairs will exist in equilibrium with radiation. However, during the annihilation process there is a small possibility that a pair of neutrinos may result: e +e+ -+ v+r; this process is the annihilation process of neutrino production, assuming the basic coupling for this reaction to be the same for p decay. Because the mean free path of neutrinos is very long ()&stellar dimensions) they will escape, thus carrying away the energy. The cross section o for process (1) is around 10 "cm'. The number of pairs per cm' in equilibrium with radiation at kT mc'-is around rms' //c' s10". Therefore the rate of energy loss is around &s 'ocmc'= 10"'-ergs/cm'-sec.
time scale for stellar evolution (&10o years). The consequence of the cooling effect has been brieRy discussed. ' '
(a) The Cross Section
The cross section for (1) has been calculated. ' It is = rroL(&r' -1)/ I v I/cj, ao=G'm'/24'. =1. 5X10 "cm' where v is the difference of velocities of the electron and the positron in the center-of-mass system (the system in which the sum of momenta of the electron and the positron is zero). Er is the total energy of the electron and the positron including their rest energy in the c.m. system, measured in units of mc'. G is the beta-coupling constant and numerically GM~'=(1.01 +0.01)X10 ', where M~i s the mass of the proton. e +e+=y, where y stands for one or more photons. In order to have equilibrium, the chemical potential for photon p~m ust be equal to the sum of those for electron and positron (u +@+). Since @~=0, ' we can write The thermal energy content per gram of matter at kT mc' is around 10" ergs/g. Therefore the relaxation time for cooling is around p sec, where p is the density in g/cm'. p is around 10'. The relaxation time for cooling due to annihilation process is around or less than one year and is short compared with the usual
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After substituting Eqs. (10) and (14) 
(32vr'/3) 0 ocmc'(mc/h) ' = 1.88 X 10" ergs/cm'-sec.
XD+E+E P~P cos8)-

2E+E
Pressure P~= (Ss m4c'/3h') P' S~m'c'/3h'= 4.808 X 10"d/cm'.
where IJ,~= IJ,'mc' mc'=8. 12X10 ' ergs.
On the other hand, P' is de6ned as III. DISCUSSION We have based our calculations on the following assumptions:
(1) The process e +e+ -+ u+t is a first-order weak process. We remark that this is the case if one assumes the validity of, for example, Feynman and Gell-Mann's theory.
(2) The electron (or positron) gas is a perfect Fermi gas.
(3) All radiative corrections are neglected.
That the process e +e+ -+ t+t is a first-order process has never been subjected to experimental tests. Thus the consequences of this process in stellar evolution may be used as a confirmation of the existence of direct electron-neutrino interaction, although at present it is not possible to determine the coupling constant accurately in this way. The justification for treating electron and positron as perfect Fermi gas has been given by a number of authors. " The Coulomb interaction has been demonstrated to be small when the density is high. ' Plasma eRect is expected to aRect the equilibrium among pair production and annihilation only when the energy involved in such plasma is comparable to the total energy of the electron gas. This is not likely to be true.
Radiative correction is expected to be of the order (137) -' 10 -' in the temperature regime we consider "D. F. DuBois, Ann. Phys. 8, 24 (1959) .
(T&10" 'K 2tttc'). Formation of positronium will be suppressed by high density.
Finally, other competing processes like p+p~p+ t +r may be quite important. p+p~v+0 may not occur if Fermi interaction is strictly local. " I K.(p) dp f-i(P) = -dP fo(P) =-(where E'= 1+p') possesses series expansions in E"(Z) The 
ZK"'= -NK"-ZK" i -NK -ZK +i, - (23) (2rs/Z) E"= K"+i E" i. '-(24) From Eq. (23), Es' -Ki. For 0&--m&2, we have )letting f"(P) = Js"E exp( -PE)P'dPj:
fo(P) = LKs(P)/P3 1 fi(P) = L3Ks(P)/P'3+-Kt(P),
12 1 3 fs(P) = -, +-Ks(P)+ -Kt(P).
O' P -P'- Fig. 2 . The evolution of a perfect gas sphere follows this dashed curve closely, when the initial conditions are taken from the latest red giant model" (ps --5X10' g/cm', To=2X10' 'K, po is the density) and the law of evolution is p/po --(T/To)'. ' '4 S. Chandrasekhar 
